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World news

Have aliens made contact with humans?
A telescope in Canada discovered mysterious signals 
coming from a distant galaxy 1.5 million light years away. 
No one knows the cause of these sudden radio blasts. 
Scientists wonder whether these signals are coming 
from an inhabited planet or from natural incidents; 
these incidents can be exploding stars, stars with strong 
magnetic fields or stars merging together. There are 
many theories. What may have happened ?

Bluebottle invasion shuts beaches in Australia.
Bluebottles are a species of fish very alike to 
jellyfishes. They have no spines and painful stings. 
Due to the sting, several beaches in Queensland-
Australia- have been needed to be closed. Over 
the weekend nearly 300 The sting is mildly painful 
but even if you get bitten not to worry as the bite 
is not harmful. 



Year 4 going on 
a bug hunt.



Wellington news
Year 4 starts Swimming
On Tuesday, Obsidian Class resumed their swimming 
lessons after the Christmas break. The teachers 
were very impressed by their good behavior and 
excellent swimming. Many of them have made 
incredulous amounts of progress during the term and 
winter break . Jaydeep, from Obsidian Class said " I 
really enjoy swimming as it is so much fun! I have 
learnt so much thanks to the instructions.

New Year Resolutions Assembly
Yesterday, Mrs Neal had an assembly all about New 
Year and the resolutions we could make. First, we 
talked about when New Year is celebrated and how 
people around the world celebrate it. Then we talked 
about how some places celebrate New Year before 
and after us. Finally, we arrived at New Year 
resolutions, and what they typically are. We even 
heard some New Year resolutions from other people.



Local News
Creams in Hounslow goes under complete refurbishment
After a low food hygiene rating, Creams has been told to make 
a major improvements. They needed to improve their: 
preparation, cooking, re-heating, cooling and storage. Creams 
was rated 1/5 stars which means it's necessary to improve 
straight away. The Creams owner, comments: “We always take 
our hygiene seriously and as our top priority. However, in this 
occasion our standards did fall, and I have taken strict actions 
for those who didn't follow basic protocols. Any kind of serious 
or minor issues that occur in our store, we always take actions 
immediately and effectively and inform our head office as well 
so they can stay in the loop.”



Learning the recorder with year 3



Growth-Mindset quote of the 
week:

“
DON’T WORRY ABOUT

GETTING IT RIGHT,
JUST GET STARTED.

”

-Marie Forleo



Question of 
the Week

Send your answers to Mrs 
Gleeson and try to use 
thinking maps and hats.

Can you 
invent a new 

tasty
vegetarian 

recipe?



Team points

31 38 33 28

Green are in the lead with 34. Next is red with 30. Following behind 
with 29 are blue and last are yellow with 27.



Remember to take great 
care crossing the roads 

when moving between and 
around the schools.

Always use the crossing 
points.



Remember
� Don’t forget to use bug club and Purple Mash. 

Purple Mash will help you with your new Topic 
and bug club will help you with your reading.

� Make sure you read about 5 minutes a day at 
home with a parent.

� Do not forget to do your homework and bring it 
in on the date it is due in.

This powerpoint was written by :Aarushi, Nirmayee,Kai,Ritansh 
and Aadam



Merits:
Merits are awarded for outstanding pieces of work 
or behaviour. Work must be AMAZING to win a 
merit!

Three Merits = One white 
Badge

Three White Badges = One 
Team Badge

Three Team Badges = One 
Gold Badge


